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Peter Vandeberg did welcome all participants and did talk shortly about the past Indoor season.
The Worldchampionship was one of the topics. Stated was that still there are to many not
necessary „movements“ at the commissaires area. This area should be basicly separated.
The hall speaker and IT Commissaire should have „if possible“ places at a „second row“.
But most of the times the space does not allow this lay-out. At the next Worlds it seems to
be possible to have a place only for the commissaires. The responsible technical delegate for
Basel will try to implement the mentioned lay-out. At the Worlds 2012 (Aschaffenburg) places
for Commissaires were reservated at the Grand-stands, just behind the commissaires area, but
these places had not an easy access. So it was difficult to use them. But it is important to have
these places, but with a good entrance from the Commissaires area. Probable the 2013 organization at Basel can consider before mentioned.
During the seminar there were several computor judgings performed using video’s which were
shot at the Worlds 2012. Due this method a lot of details could be discussed. An idea for the
future is to have also a camera above the competitors. This will give an even more detailled view
of the performed stretch. Perhaps this is possible at the 2013 Worlds. (Teamtrainers, who did
produce the video material will try to find a possibility). If yes, the material could be used at the
next seminar.

Passage

Saddle touches the competion area. It is possible this occured due to
„unsteadiness“. The commissaires will decide yes/no because of a devaluation. If yes, it will be according Mistake group 12.6.1a (x or ~)

Passage

Raiser regular seat raiser handlebar seat
The exercise did not start; devaluation: 100%
This exercise starts at the moment the position raiser regular seat
is left.
All other devaluations according rule 8.6 (Difficulty) „Stretch“.

Passage

Raiser handlebarseat raiser headtube
Due to the fact that the stretch between the start and end positon is very
short it is very difficult to judge it. But anyhow a devaluation must be basicly executed also according rule 8.6 (Difficulty) „Stretch“.
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Turning jump
The rear wheel lifts during performing the exercise.
It is possible this occured due to „unsteadiness“. The commissaires will
decide yes/no because of a devaluation. If yes, it will be according Mistake
group 12.6.1a (x or ~)
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Discussed items; which occured during the past season
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Pair; mill single rings
One of the two competitors does not leave the 4 metre circle as obligated
(see rule 3.2.10; Guidelines for performance in the riding area single and
pairs). Devaluation according rule 8.6 (Difficulty) „Stretch“: „Must be entirely shown by all competitors“. In this case devaluation; 100%.
Eight (8); diameter
Performing an eight both circles must have a minimum diameter of 4 metres.
The stretch will be judged (also when the stretch is not completed) based
at the distance which is performed with a minimum diameter of 4 metres.
Devaluations according rule 8.6 (Difficulty) „Stretch“.
Not equal distance towards the centre of the circle (minimum diameter must
be always 4 metres) or displaced circles will be devaluated according rule
12.6.2 (Performance) with a „wave“.
Double circles (teams)
The circles at double circles must all have a minimum diameter of 4 metres.
Will be a part of double circle performed with a diameter less than the obligated diameter of 4 metres a devaluation should be made according Rule
8.6 „Stetch“ (Difficulty).
Side kneeling foot cracking
See remarks at report on behalve of the 2007 Commissaires Seminar.

„Mills“ are exericise which „moving“ (have to be performed „riding“).
Devaluation should be according Rule 8.4 „Start of an exercise“ for Pairs
and Teamriding (Difficulty).
End of exercises for pairs; Rule 10.7 (Difficulty pair) and Rule 3.2.8 „Mills“
(Guidelines for performance in the riding area single and pairs).
End of exercises for Teams; Rule 11.1 „Synchonocity“ (Judgement difficulty Teams).

Stradles

Often stradles are performaned with an opening angle of the legs less that
70 degrees. As guideline the feet should be as wide as a „double handlebar width“ (minimum).
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Mills
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ACT4 Doorrings
Regarding position of arms at „freehanded“ see remarks at report on behalve of the 2008 Commissaires Seminar.
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Swiss Handstand
When the legs are not stretched from the start (for ex. at 1124j) there will
be a devaluation of 100%. At exercise 1124f the stretch during „going up“
is not an obligation. If the legs are not stretched during „going up“ (passage
from L-shape hold to handstand at 1124j, basicly the wrong exercise is
performed.
To give a devaluation in this case, „x“ or „~“ according Rule 12.6.1.8
(Performance) is not possible !
Final exercises
See remarks at report on behalve of the 2010 and 2011 Commissaires
Seminar.
Stopping the judging/time because of injuries or bicycle damages
See also remarks at report 2009; Commissaires Seminar.
An injury or bicycle damage (stop of time) should be done by the competitor
or by the trainer/person who is present within the coaching zone towards
the Chief commissaire.
At the moment of continuing (adjusted with chief commissaire) after the
time-out the competitor will call „start“ to start the time again.
Fronthandlebarstand pair tactical (for ex. 1 handlebar turn tactical)
Competitor 1 performs a total turn.
Competitor 2 performs 1 ½ turn (so 1 turn extra as tactical)
In this case the tactical points for 1 extra turn (only 1 rider) will not
be given !

Report UCI Commissaires Seminar
This report and all earlier reports can be found on, and downloaded from
the UCI website www.uci.ch (Commissaires extranet) and the
website www.kunstradreglement.com
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2013 UCI Commissaires Seminar
A preliminary reservation was made, again at the Frankfurt Sportcentre, for
the weekend14-15th dec. 2013
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Uni-cycling From 01-01-2013 some rule changes will be valid. These can be found
on the website www.kunstradreglement.com and www.hallenrad.eu .
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